
MAGNA PLUS
RIDE-ON POWER SCRUBBER

The perfect combination 
of power and efficiency, 
the Conquest Magna 
Plus scrubbing machine 
is fully loaded with the 
latest innovations in floor 
cleaning.

Incredible on board technology provides enhanced functions and 
programs, improving ease of use for operators as well as optimising 
cleaning times, lowering cleaning costs and reducing water and 
energy consumption.

A full colour touch screen display provides fast control at the touch 
of a finger, supporting operation of the featured in-built systems 
including solution recycling and operator training tutorials. When it 
comes to commercial cleaning equipment the Conquest Magna Plus 
exceeds expectations, delivering outstanding results with the latest 
technologies to truly provide the clever way to clean.

COMBINATION OF POWER & EFFICIENCY
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FEATURES 

 º Full colour display featuring onboard operator video tutorials plus full fingertip  
control of all functions from one easy to use screen 

 º Reverse Camera displays on the full colour screen, providing a clear view  
behind the machine in when reversing and forward manoeuvring 

 º Collision protection that sounds an audible warning if the machine is reversing  
too close to an object

 º Simple to use Zone Control, increasing productivity while reducing water and chemical usage 

 º An efficient Solution Recycling system that minimises solution output through reuse and increases cleaning 
capacity by 50%

 º Additional spray gun and vacuum wand enable manual cleaning of difficult to reach areas

 º Impressive LED under-body lighting to illuminate areas which may require operator inspection and improve 
visibility 

 º Additional Side Scrubbing Brush to maximise cleaning area in a single pass

 º TCXR-SPE-V01
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SPECIFICATIONS MAGNAPLUS

Cleaning Width 900mm scrub path

Solution/Recover Tank Capacity 190/200L

Scrub Head Motor 750W

Brush Speed 180RPM

Brush Pressure 45-150Kg

Power Supply 36V Heavy duty traction battery

Battery Charger Automatic battery charger

Weight 866kg

Machine Dimensions 1894 (L) x 1100 (W) x 1359 (H)mm
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